
RUNCORN STREET EVENT 21/11/13 

Runcorn seems to attract a few less than other areas even thou it is just the same 
sort of area. Is it seen as less accessible? Traffic was light on my way there.  

Going the ‘obvious’ way out from the start could end you up a long way away with no 
more controls on the way back – thou that depends on how far you can cover in an 
hour. Note that Anna got nearly as many in 45 mins as others got in 60. I think that, 
for many, going to 6 first then looping round northwards gives you endless ways of 
getting back to the finish. As it happened, both Anna and Mike went to 6 last and got 
the time right by chance. Alternatively, for a longer run, go out 5,2,3,27 etc which 
gives a lot of options when coming back. 

Only Mike was disconcerted by finding the other private road which I’d forgotten 
about (through the waterworks?) when trying to go from 4 to 5 – so he went to 6 
instead. 2 seconds to spare was the neatest finisher but others were very well timed. 

The best Openstreetmap I’d used, needing only a couple of additions so it used 
‘service road’ for back alleys which show as roads rather than the path symbol I 
would have used which is better understood by us – this may ahve caused a 
problem at no 10 (most got my answer – 17) and maybe 4. Apparently the paths 
leading into 9 were not right on the map. I had run round 1,16-27,3,2,5 so I am 
happy with my answers to those. Others from Streetview. 

 Time Penalty Controls Net 
score 

Controls visited Last 
control 

Anna 
Harris 

43 0 10 100 1, 6-9,11-14,16 6 

Mike 
Waring 

60 0 16 160 1-4,6,16-21,23-
27 

6 

Pat 
Moody 

60 0 12 120 1,10,13,15,16,18-
21,23-25 

25? 

Jean 
Payne 

60 0 11 110 1,9-18,20  

Pete 
Owens 

68 80 19 110 1,9-25,27 27? 

Jane 
Campbell 

57 0 11 110 1,10-18,20  

Barry 
Chambers 

62 20 12 100 1,9-18,20  

Graham 
Nilsen 

62 20 9 70 1,9-14,16-18  

Nicola 
Perrins 

59 0 5 50   

 

Thanks for coming. Haven’t identified any other areas to use yet – Northwich doesn’t 
look promising as areas aren’t big enough in blocks thou I might be wrong. 

Thanks for coming, 

Mike 


